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It is proven that under V = L, every locally compact, countably paracompact space is collection- 
wise normal with respect to compact sets. From this it can be shown that under V = L, submetacom- 
pact implies paracompact in the class of locally compact, countably paracompact spaces, 
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collectionwise normal with respect to compact sets 
Introduction 
Fleissner [5] proved that first countable normal spaces are collectionwise Haus- 
dorff if V= L, the Axiom of Constructability holds. Making use of his technique, 
Watson [lo] showed that under V = L, locally compact normal spaces (more gen- 
erally, normal spaces of point-countable type) are collectionwise normal with respect 
to compact subsets. The question whether in Watson’s result, ‘normal’ can be validly 
substituted by ‘countably paracompact’ first appeared in print in [ 1 l] and then also 
in [9]. By another result of Watson [ 1 l] the answer is yes for first countable spaces 
(in this case, locally compact is not necessary). 
Daniels [2] proved that the answer is yes for screenable spaces. The present author 
[l] proved that the answer is yes for submetacompact spaces. 
In this paper we show that the answer is yes, i.e., in V= L, locally compact and 
countably paracompact spaces (more generally, countably paracompact spaces of 
point-countable type) are collectionwise normal with respect to compact sets 
(Theorem 2.4). From this, it can be deduced that under V= L, locally compact, 
submetacompact, countably paracompact spaces are paracompact (Theorem 3.1). 
The idea of our proof of Theorem 2.4 is to use a new character reduction principle 
(Lemma 2.1). This enables us to strengthen an argument of [6] (Lemma 2.2). 
* Part of this work was done while the author was a Visiting Professor at the University of Toronto, 
Toronto, Canada. 
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1. Definitions and auxiliary results 
All spaces are assumed to be regular T, throughout the paper. 
We follow the usual notation and terminology of set theory and topology, as can 
be found, e.g., in [7] and [4], respectively. Given a space X and a subset AC X, 
x(A, X) is defined to be the smallest infinite cardinal K for which there is a family 
9 of open subsets in X of cardinality K such that for every open set U 1 A, there 
is a G E $9 with A c G c U. If K is an infinite cardinal, then A is said to be a G,-set, 
if A is the intersection of SK open sets. X is of countable type, if every compact 
subset C of X is contained in a compact set C’ such that x(C’, X) = w. Note that 
locally compact spaces, or more generally, tech-complete spaces are of countable 
type. Also note that if C is a compact subset of a G,-set A in a space X of countable 
type, then there is a compact subset C’ of X with C c C’c A and x( C’, X) = K. 
Given a set G and a natural number n E w, [G]” = { G’c G: JG’I = n}. If 9 is a 
family of subsets in a space X, and x E X, then $ = {GE 9: x E G}. A space X is 
said to be countably paracompact, if every countable open cover 9 = {G, : n E w} 
of X has a locally finite open refinement. A cover % = { U,, : n E w} is said to be a 
precise re$nement of 9, if U, c G,, for every n E w. 
Let X be a space, let Y = { C, : a E K} be a discrete collection of sets in X. A 
family 9 = {G, : CY E K} is said to be an expansion of %, if C, c G, for every LY E K. 
% is said to be separated (resp. <K-separated), if % has a disjoint open expansion 
(resp. every subfamily 5%’ of cardinality <K of % has a disjoint open expansion). 
X is said to be collectionwise normal with respect to compact sets, if every discrete 
family of compact sets is separated. 
Definition 1.1. Let K be a singular cardinal, and {K<: [E c~(K)} be a c.u.b. set of 
cardinals in K, enumerated in increasing order such that Kg = 0, K1 = c~(K). Further, 
let % be a discrete collection of cardinality K of closed sets in X. We say that the 
collection % is sparse if for every injection i: (e + K, there is an open expansion 
9= {G(C): C E %?} such that for every [E Cf(K), the set 
S( i, 9, 5) = {C E %‘: cl(U{ G( C): i(C) E K~}) n C f 0) 
has cardinality 4 KE. 
If all the C’s are singletons, this definition is in [6]. One can easily check that 
Fleissner’s proof in [6] also applies to show the following result. 
Lemma 1.2. If a closed discrete collection ie of a singular cardinality K is sparse and 
<K-separated, then (e is separated. 
The following lemma can be found in [l l] for the case’ when % consists of 
singletons. However, the same proof works to show 
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Lemma 1.3 ( V = L). Let K 2 w be a regular cardinal, and % be a discrete collection 
of compact sets in a countably paracompact space X such that 
(1) /zl=K; 
(2) I%? is (K-separated; 
(3) For every C E %, x(C, X) < K holds. 
Then X is separated. 
We shall make use of another result of Watson. too. 
Lemma 1.4 (Watson [ll]). Let K > w be a cardinal, N: K + w be a map, and let 
%={C,. . LY E K} be a closed discrete collection in a countably paracompact space X. 
Further, for every CY E K, let Y& be an open neighbourhood base for C, in X. Then there 
is a function G such that 
(i) dom( G) = K; 
(ii) For every a E K, G(cY) E sU ; 
(iii) For every a E K, /(a) = { N( y): y E K and there is a /3 E K such that G(y) n 
G(p)#QJ and G(P)nG(a)#@} is$nite. 
2. The main theorem 
Lemma 2.1 (Automatic Character Reduction). In a countably paracompact space X 
of countable type, the following principles hold for every cardinality K > w. 
P(K): Zf 9 = {P, : LY E K} is a closed discrete collection, then P has a locally finite 
expansion by G, sets. 
A(K): Zf %? = {C, : LY E K} is a discrete collection of compact sets, then % has a discrete 
expansion %? = { C & : (Y E K} by compact sets such that 
(i) x(C&, X)~KfOreveryffE~; 
(ii) Zf K is singular, then %’ can be chosen so that for a given c.u. b. set {K< : 5 E cf (K)} 
of cardinals in K such that K~ = 0, K~ = cf(K), .$E cf(K) and a E K~ imply x(C&, 
X) 4 Kc. 
Proof. We shall prove P(K) and A(K) by induction on K. 
P(w) (actually, with open in place of G, sets) follows from countable paracom- 
pactness. To prove A(w), let %? = {C,, : n E w} be a countable discrete collection of 
compact sets. Since X is regular T,, % has an open disjoint expansion 011= 
{U n : n E w}. By countable paracompactness we may assume that Ou is locally finite. 
Since X is of countable type, for each n E w there is a compact set CL such that 
C,, c CL c U,, and x( CL, X) = w. Then %?I= {CL: n E w} satisfies the conditions of 
A(w). 
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So assume that K > 6.~ and that for every infinite cardinal p < K and for every 
countably paracompact space of countable type, P(p) and A(p) hold. To prove 
P(K) and A(K), let X be a countably paracompact space of countable type and let 
S={P,: CYEK} and %‘={C u : a E K} be discrete collections of closed and compact 
subsets, respectively. Then there are two cases. 
Case 1. K is regular. Then, making use of the induction hypothesis for P(K), for 
each 5 E K, there is a locally finite expansion ??‘( 5) = {pa([): LY E 5) of {P, : a E 5) by 
G, sets, where p = 151. For each (Y E K, let 
p& =(-) {pa([): (Y E r$E K}. 
Clearly, 9’ = { Ph: a < K} is an expansion of ?P by G, sets. We are going to show 
that 9’ also is locally finite. To see this, let x E X be an arbitrary point. Since X is 
of countable type, there is a compact set C 3x such that C has a countable 
neighbourhood base {G, : n E w} in X. Since C is compact, and P(t) is locally 
finite, for every ._$ E K there is an n = n( 5) E w such that 
S( n, 5) = {cr E 5: G, n Pa(t) # 0) is finite. 
Since x is regular, there is an n(x) E w such that S(n(x), 5) is finite for cofinally 
many 5. Then G,,(xI witnesses the local finiteness of 9’ at x, since 
{a E 5: C(x,n p& f: 01~ S(n(x), 5) 
is finite for cofinally many 5 E x. 
Next we prove A( K). By the induction hypothesis, for every 5 E K there is a discrete 
expansion g(t) ={CL1([): cr E 5) of {C u : a E 5) by compact sets of character ~1[1 
in X. Then for every (Y E K, let 
c& =n {c,(e): (Y E 5E K}. 
Then(e’=(C&: a~K}iSaneXpansiOnOf~~{C a : a E K} by compact sets of charac- 
ter s K in X. Like in the proof of P(K), one can easily see that V is locally finite. 
Since V is a disjoint collection of closed sets this implies that %” is discrete in X. 
CUSe 2. K > W iS Singdar. If Cf( K) > WI, then the same proof as in Case 1 works 
to show that P(K) is true. Thus, to prove P(K), it is enough to consider the case 
cf(fc) = w. Let {K, : n E w} be an increasing cofinal sequence of cardinals in K with 
K,,=o, let {P, : LY E K} be a closed discrete collection and let Qn = 
u{pa : a E K,+I - K,} (n E w). Then { Qn : n E w} is a closed discrete collection. By 
countable paracompactness of X, {Q,, : n E w} has an open locally finite expansion 
{G n : n E w}. By the induction hypothesis each family {P, : a E K,+, - K,} (n E w) has 
a locally finite expansion {P&: a E K,+, - K,} by G, (actually, only G,,,+,) sets. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that u{P&: LY E K,+, - K,} c G, for every 
n E w. Thus {Ph: (Y E K} is a locally finite expansion of {P, : a E K} by G, sets. 
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Let us now turn to the proof of A( K). Let { K~ : 5 E cf( K)} be a c.u.b. set of cardinals 
in K such as required in (ii) of A(K). Further, for every 5 E cf(K), let PE = 
u{C, : a E K,+, - K(}. By P(cf( K)), the family 9 = {PC : ._$ E cf( K)} has a locally finite 
expansion 9” = {Pi: 5 E cf(K)} by G,rc,, sets. By A(&+,), for each 5 E Cf(K) there is 
a discrete expansion %( 5) = {C,, (5): (Y E K~+, - Kc} Of {C,, : a E K<+, - K<} by Compact 
subsets of character GK(+~ in X. Since K, = cf( K) and X is of countable type without 
loss of generality we may assume that 
(1) [Ecf(K) and ~EK~+,-K< imply 
C,cC,(+P;-u{C,: (YEPEK}. 
For each a E K, let r(a) be the unique element .$ of cf(K) such that (Y E K<+, - K~. 
Then we shall define, by induction of (Y E K, a sequence {CL: (Y E K} of compact sets 
such that for every (Y E K 
(2(~) C,cC:,cC,(r(a))-u{Cb:p~a}=M,, 
(3u) X(C&, X) s KI(<,)+I. 
Indeed suppose that CY E K and for every y E (Y we have already defined CL in 
such a way that (27) and (3-y) hold. Then by (l), y E (Y implies C\ c C,( r( y)) c X - 
C, so M,, as defined in (2a), contains C, as a subset. Moreover C,(T((Y)) has 
character SK,(,)+, in X, so MU is the intersection of 4 K,(,)+, open subsets of X. 
Since X is of countable type it follows that there is a compact set C:, satisfying 
(2a) and (3~). 
By (2a), (e’ = {C:,: CI E K} is a disjoint expansion of {C, : a E K} by compact sets. 
To see that V also is locally finite, let x be an arbitrary point of X. Then x has a 
neighbourhood that meets P; for only finitely many [E Cf(K). For each of these 5, 
there is a neighbourhood of x that meets C& c C,(t) only for finitely many LY E 
K~+, -K~. The intersection of all of the above (finitely many) neighbourhoods 
witnesses that %?’ is locally finite at x. 
Thus %” is a discrete collection of compact sets. By (3a), it satisfies the require- 
ments of (ii) in A(K). 0 
Lemma 2.2 (GCH). Let K be a singular cardinal, and { K~ : 5 E cf(K)} be a c.u. b. set 
of cardinals in K such that Kg = 0, K, = cf( K). Further, let % = {C, : a E K} be a discrete 
collection of compact sets in a countably paracompact space X of countable type. Then 
there is an open expansion 3?= {G(a): LY E K} of %? such that for every 5 E cf( K) 
S(%,,)={aEK: cl(U{G(G): 8EKE})nc,#@} 
has cardinality S K~. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, % has a discrete expansion (e’= {CL: (Y E K} by compact sets 
in such a way that for every 5~ Cf(K) and (Y E Kg, x(C&, X) S Kg holds. For every 
a E K, let r(a) be the unique ordinal 5 with LY E K<+, - K~. For each Q E K, fix an open 
neighbourhood base Y& = {G((Y, p): p E K,c,j+l} of C&, with repetitions permitted. 
Then a neighbourhood assignment for the collection Ce’ = {C&: cr E K} is given by 
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{G(a, g(o)): (Y E K}, where g is a function such that dam(g) = K and for every LY E K, 
t?(a) E K,(,)+I. Let us call such a function g an assignment function. 
Since GCH holds we may assume that for each 5 E cf(K), {<g(& p), j(&, p)): p E 
K:} enumerates all pairs of functions g( 5) : K~ + K~ and j( 5) : Kc + [WI<“‘, with repeti- 
tions permitted. 
We are going to define a function N: K + w with the aid of an increasing sequence 
IN u : a E K} of partial functions K + w, where N, is defined by transfinite induction 
in the following way. 
If for each p E (Y, NP has been defined and r( cz) = 5, then there is a unique ordinal 
p E K~+~ such that cx = K~ + p. There are two cases to consider. 
Case 1. There is a y E K such that 
(A,) y@ U{dom(Np): P E (~1; 
(EL) C\n d.-.hG(& s(5, P)(S)): 6 E ~~1) f 0; 
(C,) There is an open set V 2 Cl, such that J(cu, y, V) = lJG(t, p)(6): 6 E Kc and 
G(6, g(5, p)(S))fl V Z 01 is finite. 
Then, for such a y E K, let N,(y) e! J( (Y, y, V) be otherwise arbitrarily chosen, and 
let 
Case2. There is no y E K satisfying (A,), (B,) and (C,) simultaneously. Then let 
N,=u{N,:p~a}. 
Finally, define N : K + w to be any extension of the partial function U{ N, : a E K} 
to a function K -+ w. 
Now, let us apply Lemma 1.4 to the collection %’ and the map N: K + w defined 
above. Then there is an assignment function g : K + K such that the function G(a) = 
G( LY, g(a)) (a E K) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1.4. Note that by the definition 
of an assignment function (Y E K implies g(o) E K,(,)+,. Also note that if j: K + [co]<” 
is defined by 
j(P) = {N(Y): G(y)nG(P) + 0)(P E K), 
then for each (Y E K, 
J(a) =u {j(p): G(P) fl G(a) f 0) is finite. 
Let 92 = {G(a): cx E K}. Suppose indirectly that there is a 5 E cf( K) such that S( %,.$) 
has cardinality > K~. Since for each y E K, cl 1 C,, this implies that 
S’(~,,)={y<K:cl(U{G(~):SEK5})nC:,#0} 
has cardinality > K[. 
Let p E K: be such that g( 5, p) = g r K< and j(& p) = j r K~. and let LY = K( + p. Since 
IU{Np : P E a>[ 4 ‘Q, there is a y E S’( 3, 5) -U{dom( ND): p E a}. For this y, (A,) 
and (B,) clearly hold. To see that (C,) also is satisfied, let V = G(y). Then 
J(a, Y, VI = Uci(S, p)(6): 6 E Kc and G(k g(5, ~)(a)) f~ V+ 01 
=U{j(S): sEKgandG(6,g(6))nV=G(6)nG(y)f0JcJ(y) 
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is finite by the conclusion of Lemma 1.4. 
Now take the unique y satisfying (A,), (B,) and (C,) for which N,(y) was 
defined. Then N(y) = N,(y) @ J( LY, ‘y, V) for some open neighbourhood V of C\. 
(This neighborhood may be different from G(y).) On the other hand, YE S’(‘9, 5) 
implies that there is a 6 E K< such that (Vn G(y)) n G(6) # 0. Then by G(y) n 
G(S)ZP), N(y)Ej(6)=j(S, p)(S). Since VnG(6)+0, j(5, p)(a)cJ(cy, 7, V). Thus 
N,(y) = N(y) E J( a, y, V), in contradiction with the definition of N,(y). q 
Corollary 2.3 (GCH). Let K, { KE : (E cf( K)} be as in Lemma 2.2, and ie be a discrete 
collection of compact sets with 1%’ = K in a countably paracompact space X of point- 
countable type. Then % is sparse. 
Proof. Consider the space X’=XOD, where D is a discrete space of cardinality 
K. Let i: %‘-+K be an injection. Then there is a subset D’c D such that i can be 
extended to a bijection i’: %“+K, where %‘= %‘u {{d}: d E D’}. Then applying 
Lemma 2.2 to X’ and %’ in place of X and %’ will show that ‘% is sparse. ‘J 
Theorem 2.4 ( V= L). Let X be a countablyparacompact space of countable type. Then 
X is collectionwise normal with respect to compact sets. 
Proof. Let %Y be a discrete collection of compact sets in X with 1 %‘I = K 3 w. 
If K = w, then let %? = { C, : n E w}. Since X is regular T, , and each C, is compact, 
% has an open expansion Ce = { G, : n E co} such that for each n, i E w, n # i, cl( G,) n 
Ci = 0. By countable paracompactness we may assume that 9 is locally finite. For 
each nEw, let 
Gk=G,-{cl(G,): iEw, ifn}. 
Then %‘={GL: nE o} is a separation of %. 
Next we proceed by induction on K. Assume that K > w, and % is <K-separated. 
If K is singular, then apply Lemmas 2.3 and 1.2. If K is regular, then apply Lemma 
2.1 and (Watson’s) Lemma 1.3. 0 
3. On countably paracompact, locally compact submetacompact spaces 
One application of Theorem 2.4 is the following result. 
Theorem 3.1 ( V= L). Every countablyparacompact, locally compact, submetacompact 
space is paracompact. 
Theorem 3.1 follows from Theorem 2.4 and the following result which was 
independently discovered by Daniels [2]. Since the proof can be found in [2] it will 
be omitted here. 
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Theorem 3.2 [ 1,2]. A countably paracompact, locally compact, submetacompact space 
is paracompact if and only if it is collectionwise normal with respect to compact sets. 
Final Remarks 
(1) V= L cannot be omitted in Theorems 2.4 and 3.1. Indeed, under MA+CH, 
the Cantor tree constructed from a Q-set is an example of a countably paracompact, 
locally compact space which is not even collectionwise Hausdorff. (See [8].) 
(2) In the proof of Theorem 2.4 we only made use of the following consequence 
of countable paracompactness of X: 
(*) Every countable discrete family {P,, : n E W} of closed subsets of X has a 
locally finite expansion by open subsets of X. 
Thus Theorem 2.4 could have been stated with (*) in place of countable paracom- 
pactness of X. Since (*) obviously holds in normal spaces, this form of Theorem 
2.4 generalizes a result of S. Watson [lo] that, under V= L, locally compact, normal 
spaces are collectionwise normal with respect to compact subsets. In the original 
formulation of Theorem 2.4, however, we sacrificed generality for brevity. 
(3) One may wonder whether the conclusion of Theorem 2.4 can be strengthened 
to “collectionwise normal” instead of “collectionwise normal with respect to com- 
pact sets”. By a result of Daniels and Gruenhage [3], the answer to this question 
is no. 
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